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1. Introduction 
This document demonstrates the use of the proposed INSPIRE SOAP Framework for the INSPIRE 
Discovery and View services. This document focuses on the analysis of the WSDL itself (for both the 
Discovery and View services), explaining its parts and characteristics, as well as on the analysis of 
SOAP request and response messages, including headers and potential attachments. Moreover, the 
primer is providing also examples of user scenarios, with specific code samples. 
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2. Purpose and Scope of the Document 
The goal of this document is to provide a first release of the INSPIRE SOAP binding primer for 
Discovery and View services. 
 
This document is structured in the following way: 
• Chapter 1 is the introduction. 
• Chapter 2, this one, explains the purpose and the morphology of the document. 
• Chapter 3 provides normative references. 
• Chapter 4 describes and analyses the WSDL of INSPIRE Discovery and View services, basing 
mainly on [EUR 23635 - 2008], giving particular attention to the common technical aspects 
treated in the SOAP framework, supplying useful code sample for each topic. 
• Chapter 5 describes and analyses the WSDL of INSPIRE Discovery and View services 
independently, giving care to the single methods WSDL pieces and comparing them with the 
corresponding OGC implementations. 
• Chapter 6 makes a straightforward analysis about the compliance of the generated WSDLs 
with the INSPIRE SOAP framework, as defined in [EUR 23635 - 2008]. 
• Chapter 7 houses the conclusions derived from this study. 
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3. Normative References 
The following normative documents contain provisions that, through reference in this text, constitute 
provisions of this document. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of 
these publications do not apply. For undated references, the latest edition of the normative document 
referred to applies. 
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4. SOAP messages and WSDL for INSPIRE 
Discovery and View Service 
In this chapter we examine all the common technical aspects of the INSPIRE services WSDL, 
analysing its single sections with reference to the WSDL specification and supplying fitting examples 
taken from Discovery and View services WSDL. 
 
4.1 Target Namespaces 
In INSPIRE WSDLs there will be the need to define target namespace URIs for each one of them, so 
that their elements will be distinguishable from similar names in different WSDL namespaces. 
 
The chosen URIs won’t affect the goodness of the created WSDLs, so their values are not critical and 
will be just a proposal for the Drafting Team. 
 
4.1.1 INSPIRE example 
As we can see from the following snippet of code, the target namespace (highlighted in bold) will have 


















Other namespaces from OGC and from the used standards are referenced too in the definition main 
element; in the above example we can for instance see mime, csw, ogc, etc. 
 
Common data structures, as headers or common exceptions, will have as namespace the base prefix 
URL “http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/”. 
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4.2 Types 
As in all languages in which there is an exchange of data, even in WSDL it is essential to begin a 
document with the definition of the data-types available for the use. 
We will use XML Schema to do so, as talked on in [EUR 23635 - 2008], when we chose to use the 
Document-literal wrapped encoding style. 
WSDL allows message types to be defined directly inside the WSDL document, housed in the types 
element, or to use the import mechanism, providing type definitions in separate documents. 
 
Data-types common to both INSPIRE View and Discovery services are grouped together in a 
separated XSD file to be easily imported in both the WSDLs and maybe re-used by the other INSPIRE 
services too. 
4.2.1 INSPIRE example 
In INSPIRE WSDLs we use both the methods supplied by WSDL to define message types. 
 
We import useful XSD schemas provided by OGC, like in the following example, taken from 




































The last import showed in the previous example includes the INSPIRE data-types common to all 
services. 
 
But we also define new message types to be used in the WSDL, whose elements can anyway be 
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4.3 Messages 
Messages are the pieces of information exchanged with the service and are composed by one or more 
logical parts; each part is associated with a type. Their composition is quite straightforward. 
 
Messages common to both INSPIRE View and Discovery services are grouped together in a separated 
WSDL file to be imported in both the WSDLs. 
4.3.1 INSPIRE example 
As a convention, we decided to give names to the single INSPIRE SOAP framework input/output 
messages following a simple rule: the message name will be composed adding to the name of the 
service the suffixes “SoapIn” or “SoapOut”, depending on the nature of the message. 
On the other hand, the names of the messages bound to the SOAP headers parts will be composed by 
the name of the service concatenated to the name of the header. 
 
The message used for reporting exception is reported in paragraph 4.9 Exception management. 
 
Here after we report a sample message taken from the Discovery Service WSDL; its structure is as 
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4.4 Port Types 
As defined in [WSDL/1.1], a Port type in a WSDL is a named set of abstract operations and the 
abstract messages involved. 
Each INSPIRE service will have its own Port type containing all the abstract methods described in its 
specification. All INSPIRE operations described in this document follow the Request-response 
transmission primitive (for a clear understanding of the different Message Exchange Patterns, we 
recommend to give a look at section 2.4 of [WSDL/1.1]). 
4.4.1 INSPIRE example 
As example of Port type for an INSPIRE service, we quote here after the one defined in the Discovery 


















              <wsdl:documentation  xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">The  GetMetadata  operation 




























Up to now we have shown the WSDL parts to specify what kind of abstract messages can be 
exchanged in the WSDL, but we have not yet specified how those messages can be exchanged. This is 
the purpose of the binding. A binding specifies concrete message format and transmission protocol 
details for a Port type and must supply such details for every operation and fault in the Port type. 
4.5.1 INSPIRE example 
Following WSDL specification, there can be more bindings for a given port type, but in INSPIRE 
case, only a SOAP 1.1 binding is foreseen. 
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Message exchange protocols different from SOAP are clearly not in the scope of this document, but, 
following OGC recommendation, it could be useful to provide at least a getCapabilities web method 
apart, to make the capabilities document available through the GET protocol. 
In the following code piece, it is shown a GET binding for such an operation that wants to be just an 

























In the DiscoveryServiceHttpGET PortType, only GetServiceMetadata operation is defined. The 
method input parameters could be redefined to allow an easier parameter encoding in URL and the 
same assertion can be done for the capabilities document output format. 
In the previous sample the input parameter are specified as urlEncoded, to simulate the most common 
GET request, while the output is foreseen as an xml text. 
 
4.6 Ports 
As specified in [WSDL/1.1], a port defines an individual endpoint by specifying a single address for a 
binding. 
4.6.1 INSPIRE example 
In INSPIRE WSDLs, each service has one port. Here after there’s a snippet code taken from the 






The $SERVICE_URL string represents the URI where the service is publicly accessible. 
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A specific Port for the hypothetical DiscoveryServiceHTTPGETBinding binding (see paragraph 4.5.1) 
should be added if this binding is declared. 
 
 
4.7 Defining a service 
A service element simply groups together a set of ports referring to the same service. 
4.7.1 INSPIRE example 
INSPIRE services, up to [WSDL Disc-View], will have just one port inside their service element, as 








If a new Port for the HTTP GET binding is created, it should be added to the service element. 
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4.8 Headers 
In this set of paragraphs we are going to pass under examination the SOAP headers underlined as 
useful for the INSPIRE use cases in [EUR 23635 - 2008]. For each one of those, the binding with the 
Discovery Service will be analysed and a SOAP implementation will be potentially proposed. The 
same binding can be though for each INSPIRE service. 
 
Headers data-types and elements are common to both INSPIRE View and Discovery services and 
probably they will be common also to the other INSPIRE services, so we decided to group their 
definition together in a common XSD file to be imported in each INSPIRE service WSDL, to enhance 
code reusability and to improve possible future modification to header structures. 
4.8.1 Security 
The security topic results to be of strategic importance for the INSPIRE domain under several aspects. 
The INSPIRE framework has the need to protect access to reserved data and to recognise the identities 
of people accessing to them. 
As already described in [EUR 23635 - 2008], to exploit header potential can turn out to be a good 
choice for performance, code clearness and reduction of redundancies. 
 
In this paragraph we are going to suppose a simple authentication mechanism, realised by a couple of 
textual username and password, just to represent the way to use the SOAP header for this aim. 
 









Once the AuthHeader is specified as compulsory for a web-method call, any call lacking AuthHeaders 
won't even reach the web method. Calls that do reach it can be authenticated by reading Credentials' 
userName and password fields and this is possible even if the two parameters are not passed as direct 
input to the web method. The web method checks the user name and password and fails the call if 












The whole credentials control is performed server-side as usual; the difference between the two ways 
of managing this security issue is the way parameters are exchanged between client and server. 
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Username and password are no more explicitly part of the method input parameters, but they are sent 
to the server in parallel with the method input, so they can be treated independently. 
 
In this way, every Web method has to check user names and passwords. 
 
The AuthHeader will be included in the web method request message and will be available at server 
side. 
 
These are the changes that this header brings in the web service WSDL: 
 














































The soap:mustUnderstand and soap:role attributes are not necessaries and can be omitted or set to 
their default values (respectively “no” and “ultimateReceiver”), because the check for the presence of 
the AuthHeader header will be performed just by the last node of the path and this node will always 
check the presence of the header. 
Up to now, it would be nonsense to check credentials in nodes different from the last one, because they 
are considered just transmitting/forwarding nodes and they are not supposed to have knowledge of 
credentials or user permissions management. 
 
Using SOAP headers for transport means the information is passed out-of-band and that it isn't tied to 
any particular protocol, such as HTTP. But it is still possible to have room for improvement, maybe 
implementing a specific SOAP extension to get the authorization code out of the Web methods and 
into a module that examines incoming requests as they arrive and rejects those lacking valid 
credentials. 
Logically, this would be an object that sits in the HTTP pipeline and enjoys access to the SOAP 
messages entering and leaving. 
If the message contains no AuthHeader, or if it contains an AuthHeader with invalid credentials, the 
AuthExtension would reject it by throwing a SoapException. Such in a way, the web methods will no 
longer have to do any authentication themselves, because they will never see a message that hasn't 
been already authenticated. 
To realise such a job, for instance, a language like C# allows creating a SOAP extension class deriving 
it from the pre-defined class SoapExtension. 
It is quite straightforward that username and password, in the just presented example, will be 
transmitted in clear text in the SOAP Header. In the “real life” some kind of encryption will be needed 
for sure. Even in this situation it would be possible to create a SOAP extension aiming to encrypt and 
decrypt SOAP messages. 
 
4.8.1.1 Network Service Drafting Team Proposal 
The conceptual approach discussed in the new version of the Network Services architecture 
([INSPIRE NSA/3.0]) is similar to the one proposed in this study: the service access management is 
foreseen as common to all INSPIRE services and credentials providing is solved exploiting a dedicated 
SOAP header block where an identification token is stored. 
 

















Architectural and low-level user rights management is out of the scope of this study, so it won’t be 
treated in this document. 
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4.8.2 Checksums & Signatures 
As it will be explained in §0, no attachment is foreseen for Discovery Service, so no checksum header 
is required, while in View Service, the GetMap operation returns an image representing a geo-spatial 
map, so a checksum should be useful to check the integrity of downloaded data. 
 
The simplest implementation for such functionality would be a class with just one integer (32bit) 







The ChecksumHeader will be included in the web method response message and will be available at 
client side. 
These are the changes brought in the web service WSDL: 
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The soap:mustUnderstand and soap:role attributes can be omitted, because the recipient of the human 
readable header is the last node of the path and its understanding is not compulsory. 
 
The signature topic, instead, could be useful in the Discovery Service context as for other INSPIRE 
services, allowing the client to be sure to have received valid data from a certified source. 
In this perspective INSPIRE is giving a look at eID at EC level 
(http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/egovernment/policy/key_enablers/eid/index_en.htm)
, to manage the signature problem in a standard way and in the next future it will follow its 
developments. 
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4.8.3 Description & Human-readable information 
The “description & Human-readable” header is probably the most general one, because it can be 
exploited to supply any kind of human readable information together with the normal server response. 
This is the reason why any INSPIRE service can use this header for the just cited purpose. 
 
The simplest implementation for such functionality would be based on a class with just one string 








The DescriptionHeader part will be included in the web method response message and will be 
available at client side. 
These are the changes brought in the web service WSDL: 
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The soap:mustUnderstand and soap:role attributes can be omitted, because the recipient of the human 
readable header is the last node of the path and its understanding is not compulsory. 
4.8.4 Metadata & Piggy-backing - Multilingualism 
Looking at its nature and at its use in INSPIRE, multilingualism can be easily considered as a typical 
metadatum. 
As chosen in [EUR 23635 - 2008], the multilingualism aspect will be faced in an apposite header, 
responsible to manage the requests done by clients about the be-wished language. 
 
The multilingualism aspect needs to be managed by all the INSPIRE services and in all the client 
requests and this is the main reason because the header section solution is the most appropriate one. 
 
The multilingual header will contain just a parameter to store the ISO standard code of the client be-








The MultilingualHeader will not be specified as compulsory for any web-method call, so any call 
lacking MultilingualHeader will reach the web method anyway and the default language will be 
automatically chosen. Calls bringing the MultilingualHeader will allow the web method to check 
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The MultilingualHeader will be included in the web method request and will be available at client 
side. 
 
These are the changes brought in the web service WSDL by the multilingualism header: 
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The soap:mustUnderstand and soap:role attributes can be omitted, because the check for the presence 
of the MultilingualHeader header will be performed just by the last node of the path and this node will 
always use this kind of header to manage multilingualism. 
 
4.9 Exception management 
In case an exception is encountered while processing a Discovery service operation request, encoded 
in a SOAP envelope, the INSPIRE server must generate a SOAP response message where the content 
of the <soap:Body> element is a <soap:Fault> element. The following skeleton XML fragment must 















The <faultcode> element shall have the content “soap:Server” indicating that this is a server 
exception. The <faultstring> element shall have the content “A server exception was encountered.”. 
This fixed string is used since the details of the exception are specified in the <detail> element using 
an <ows:ExceptionReport>. 
 
As much as this implementation uses OGC services as lower layer for INSPIRE ones, we suggest that 
the <detail> tag shall contain an <ows:ExceptionReport> element detailing the specific exception that 
the server encountered, as OGC does. It could be useful to underline that this is just a possible proposal 
for this aspect, bound to our implementation. 
 
The referred XSD schema for <ows:ExceptionReport> data-type can be found at 
http://schemas.opengis.net/ows/1.1.0/owsExceptionReport.xsd. 
 
The exception structure has been inspired from the OGC one, re-adapted to the <soap:Fault> element 
structure, as foreseen by [SOAP/1.1] and WS-I basic profile 1.2. 
 






This message has been defined in a separated WSDL, to be imported by all the INSPIRE services 
WSDLs, improving code reusability and avoiding different implementation for different services. 
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For each web method of Discovery and View services the following line will be added in the portType 




In the SOAP binding area of the WSDL, each operation will have the following WSDL code to specify 
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4.10 MTOM and XOP use 
As already described in [EUR 23635 - 2008], XOP allows the serialization of an XML Infoset 
containing base64-encoded data as a package. As easily illustrated in [Ghosh, 2007], the package is 
still in an XML form, with the root of the package containing the XML document itself, while selected 
portions of the package content are base64-encoded binary data extracted and re-encoded (i.e., the data 
is decoded from base64) and placed into the package. The locations of those selected portions are 
marked in the XML with a special element that links to the packaged data using URIs. To be precise, 
XOP defines how to use MIME multipart/related as the underlying packaging system for a XOP 
package. Here the base64-encoded binary content has been serialized into separate MIME parts. The 




First the original XML Infoset is taken and the base64 encoded binary content is processed. This is 
marked in Figure 1 by the number 1, circled. Selected portions of its content, that have base64-
encoded binary data, are extracted and re-encoded (i.e., the data is decoded from base64) and placed 
into the package. This optimized content is removed from the Infoset as depicted in step 2 of the 
Figure 1. This forms the XOP Infoset. The locations of these selected portions are marked in the XML 
with a special element that links to the packaged data using URIs. Here the optimized content in the 
original Infoset will be replaced by the xop:Include element. Then the XOP Infoset with the optimized 
contents will be serialized as shown by step 3 of the Figure 1. Here the binary contents has been 
serialized in separate MIME parts and will not be part of the XOP Infoset .This forms the XOP 
package containing the XOP document which in turn comprises the serialized XOP Infoset and any 
optimized content. The XOP package acts as the alternate serialization of the original Infoset. The 
receiving application can reconstruct the XML Infoset from the XOP package by deserialising the 
contents for further manipulations as shown by step 4 in Figure 1. 
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4.10.1 Technical implementation details and examples 
It is important to note that normally in most applications, binary data need never be encoded in base64 
form. If the data is available as binary, then the application can directly copy that data into a XOP 
package, at the same time preparing suitable linking elements for use in the root part; when parsing a 
XOP package, the binary data can be made available directly to applications, or, if appropriate, the 
base64 binary character representation can be computed from the binary data. 
 
If you look at the structure of MTOM, you’ll see it combines the composability of base64 encoding 
with the transport efficiency of SOAP with attachments. Since the data lives within the SOAP 
envelope, all the WS-* specifications that Microsoft has developed with its partners will work 
seamlessly with MTOM. Transport efficiency with MTOM is increased with the fact that opaque data 
can be sent in its raw form without base64 encoding. The opaque data is inherently dealt with and is 
simply streamed as binary data as one of the MIME message parts 
 
MTOM defines a SOAP feature, i.e. an abstract piece of functionality extending the SOAP messaging 
framework that may be implemented to take advantage of the XOP optimizations for SOAP messages. 
The HTTP SOAP transmission optimization feature defines and enhances the SOAP HTTP binding by 
carrying the SOAP message on the wire as a XOP package. 
 
Now we are going to take an example and show you how the optimization is achieved using the 
MTOM specifications. Let’s assume following SOAP envelope snippet is an original XML Infoset that 














If you look at the elements in the sample you can identify that there are two binary structures to work 
on. One is represented by the <photo> element and the other is the <doc> element. When you send 
this message with MTOM, the root of the XOP package will be the SOAP envelope with the photo and 
the document attached in the other parts of the MIME package, appropriately based on the XOP 
optimization procedure. So the message looks like the following: 














































Binary data is referenced inside the message using the <xop:Include> element. Here it contains a href 
attribute which is a representation of a URI referencing the part of the package containing the data 
logically included by the xop:Include element. The href value must be a valid URI per the Content-ID: 
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This explains the simple way the binary octet data is referenced in the message stream. MTOM thus 
enables the referencing of binary data as it is without the requirement to do any encoding. Note also 
that the sample base64 data is smaller than would be typically and the binary octets are not shown; in 
practice, the optimized form is likely to be much smaller than the original. 
4.10.2 Influence on INSPIRE infrastructure 
INSPIRE servers need to choose whether to accept anyway non MTOM-encoded requests, or to limit 
valid requests to MTOM coded ones. In the first case, sample messages like the ones that will be 
showed in sections 5.1 and 5.2 would be accepted anyway, else only requests similar to the one shown 
in Listing 34 will be accepted. 
As being a server configuration option totally transparent to the single Web methods, it is not possible 
to read such a preference in the service WSDL, so it will be needed to specify a particular parameter in 
the ExtendedCapabilities section of the Capabilities document, to make this server choice available to 
the users. 
 





































Simple requests will receive an HTTP 415 error response: "Media unsupported" if the server does not 
allow simple requests. 
 
Apart from being encapsulated inside MIME messages, SOAP responses and requests are equal to the 





And X.XXXXXXXXXX@example.org will be the content-id of a MIME attachment of the same 
message. 
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5. Discovery and View services WSDL in depth 
In this section we are going to inspect the single WSDLs of Discovery and View services, looking at 
the single operations defined, comparing their INSPIRE SOAP implementation with the OGC one and 
analysing how the final WSDL has been created, giving a glance at input and output parameters, data 
types and exceptions. Moreover, SOAP requests and responses messages are illustrated, showing how 
to communicate with the SOAP INSPIRE web-services. 
 
5.1 Discovery Service 
To begin with the examination of the Discovery Service, we are going to illustrate the single methods 
that compose this INSPIRE service, going then in depth into each one of those, looking at the mapping 
between OGC parameters and INSPIRE ones and consequently how the WSDL fragments for the 
single operations are generated. 
 
5.1.1 INSPIRE Discovery Service operations 
The Network Services Drafting Team made a proposal for the technical content of the INSPIRE 
Implementing Rules for Discovery Service; such proposal is available and described in “Draft 
Technical Guidance Document for INSPIRE Discovery Services” [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
 
Hereafter we report the mapping between the operations proposed by [OGC CSW] and the INSPIRE 









INSPIRE.GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata M OGC_Service.GetCapabilities 
INSPIRE.DiscoverMetadata M CSW Discovery.GetRecords 
INSPIRE.GetMetadata M CSW Discovery.GetRecords 
INSPIRE.PublishMetadata M, O CSWT Manager.Transaction 
INSPIRE.CollectMetadata M, O CSWT Manager.Harvest 
Table 2 ‐ INSPIRE Discovery service and OGC ISO AP operations mapping 
An INSPIRE Discovery Service must support at least the operations indicated as “mandatory” in Table 
2. Thus, an INSPIRE Discovery Service is always a “read-only” OGC Catalogues Service as defined 
by [OGC CSW], but not a fully “transactional” OGC Catalogues Service: only one of both 
transactional operations (Manager.Transaction or Manager.Harvest) is mandatory. 
 
Accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP Framework [EUR 23635 - 2008] all operations will support the 
embedding of requests and responses in SOAP 1.1 messages with Document/literal wrapped style. 
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5.1.1.1 GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata 
The mandatory GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation allows any client to retrieve metadata about 
the capabilities provided by the INSPIRE server. The normal response to the 
GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation is a service metadata document that is returned to the 
requesting client. This service metadata document primarily contains metadata about the specific 
server abilities (such as about the specific data and formats available from that server) and also makes 
a server partially self-describing, supporting late binding of clients. Some types are service instance 
specific and therefore cannot be statically specified in the WSDL level, therefore such operation 
allows the requesting client to have a full understanding of the contacted server instance and of its 
services. 
 
The WSDL portType component of the OGC_Service interface is shown in the following Listing; this 























5.1.1.1.1 OGC Request 
The OGC GetCapabilities operation request is defined in Subclause 7.2 of the OGC Web Services 
Common Specification 1.0 [05-008c1]. 
The OGC GetCapabilities operation foresaw several optional and compulsory input parameters, but 
none of these are anymore necessary in the INSPIRE implementation, as recommended in [INSPIRE 
TechG Disc/1.0]. 
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Listing 37 ‐ OGC GetCapabilities WSDL request message structure 
We do not report here after the cws:GetCapabilities type, because it is not useful for the INSPIRE 
input service definition, as much as the INSPIRE method does not need any input parameter as 
previously explained. 
 
5.1.1.1.2 OGC Response 
The response to a GetCapabilities request should be an XML document containing service metadata 
about the server, as defined in [05-008c1] and [07-006]. 
 





ServiceType element ServiceIdentification: ServiceType, ServiceTypeVersion, Title, Abstract, Keywords, Fees, AccessConstraints 








SupportedMetadataLanguages element OperationsMetadata section: ExtendedCapabilities 
Table 3 ‐ Mapping between INSPIRE GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata interesting output parameters and OGC GetCapability ones 
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Capabilities  document,  without  the  updateSequence  parameter.  When  the  server  implements  the 
updateSequence  parameter  and  the  GetCapabilities  operation  request  included  the  updateSequence 
parameter  with  the  current  value,  the  server  shall  return  this  element  with  only  the  "version"  and 
"updateSequence"  attributes. Otherwise,  all  optional  elements  shall  be  included  or  not  depending  on  the 



















We think it could be useful to report in this section even the Filter_Capabilities element composition, 














As reported in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0], the following XSD code defines the XSD Types that are 
needed to provide additional information on multilingual aspects. This information has to be provided 
in a capabilities documents that is returned by an INSPIRE Discovery Service. 
 
The XML Elements that comply with the following shall be applied in the <ExtendedCapabilities> 































        </xs:sequence>       
    </xs:complexType>   
    <xs:complexType name="DocumentType"> 















5.1.1.1.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
We will use a Document-literal wrapped data style and encoding to define the WSDL morphology 
















































































5.1.1.1.4 SOAP Request Message 












As we can see from this piece of code, no parameters are required, so the SOAP message is as 
straightforward as possible. 
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5.1.1.1.5 SOAP Response message 



















































































































































































































As we can see from this piece of code, the method returns a Capabilities object, containing the 
INSPIRE output parameters, completed with the Multilingual capabilities of the service 
(<MultiligualCapabilities> element). 
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5.1.1.2 DiscoverMetadata 
The DiscoverMetadata operation allows to request for all or a predefined set of metadata (record) 
elements of spatial resources, based on a query statement. These will be retrieved from the target 
Discovery Service data-store. 
 
The WSDL portType component of the csw:getRecords interface is shown in following Listing; this is 






















5.1.1.2.1 OGC Request 
The following table specifies the input parameters taken from the corresponding OGC operation 







SortOrder * SortOrder2 
SearchType (hits, results) ResultType (hits, results, validate) 
Table 4 ‐ Mapping between INSPIRE DiscoverMetadata input parameters and OGC GetRecords iportant ones 
The following table aims to explain in a more detailed way the main OGC input parameters for this 
method; the column “ISO Metadata Profile” shows syntax and/or semantics restrictions or variations in 
comparison to those of the base specification: 
 
                                                 
1 The Constraint language is defined by the element name contained in Constraint element. 
2 The SortOrder parameter is a sub-part of the SortBy one. 









One of “CQL_TEXT” or 
“FILTER” 











The predicate expression 
specified in the language 










List of Character String, 
comma separated 
 
Ordered list of names of 
metadata elements to use 
for sorting the response. 
Format of each list item is 
metadata_element_ 
name:A indicating an 
ascending sort or metadata_ 
element_name:D 
indicating descending sort. 
metadata_element_name: 
use only the plain name 
(not case sensitive) without 
any prefixes etc, because 








Default action is to 
present the records in 
the order in which 









Default value is “hits”. 
Indicate whether the 
Catalogue returns the 




missing) or just the 
number of hits the 
query found. If the 







Here after we report the OGC method WSDL request message structure and the correlated data and 
data-types used: 
 









         The principal means of  searching  the catalogue. The matching  catalogue entries may be  included with  the 
response.  The  client  may  assign  a  requestId  (absolute  URI).  A  distributed  search  is  performed  if  the 
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5.1.1.2.2 OGC Response 
This operation must respond with an XML document including the method results. If the resultType 
parameter is set to “results”, the catalogue service must include any matching records within the 
<SearchResults> element. 
 





ResultCount SearchResults (numberOfRecordsMatched) 
ResultMetadataIDList SearchResults (resultSetID) 
Table 6 ‐ Mapping between INSPIRE GetDiscoverMetadata output parameters and OGC GetRecords ones 
 
























The <GetRecordsResponse> element is a container for the response of the GetRecords operation. 
Three levels of detail may be contained in the response document. 
The <RequestId> element may be used to correlate the response to a GetRecords request for which a 
value was defined for the requestId attribute. 
The <SearchStatus> element shall be present and indicates the status of the response: it consists of a 
timestamp attribute indicating when the result set was created. 
The <SearchResults> element is a generic XML container for the actual response to a GetRecords 
request: its content is the set of records returned by the GetRecords operation. 
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5.1.1.2.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
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5.1.1.2.4 SOAP Request message 





















5.1.1.2.5 SOAP Response message 
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5.1.1.3 GetMetadata 
The mandatory GetMetadata operation allows to retrieve metadata for specific resources from a result 
set based on the resource unique Identification (ID). 
 
The WSDL portType component of the getRecordById interface is shown in following Listing; this is 






















5.1.1.3.1 OGC Request 
The GetRecordById request retrieves a representation of one or more specific catalogue records using 
their identifier(s). 
The following table specifies the input parameters taken from the OGC operation request (right 
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“brief”, “summary” or 
“full” 
Zero or one 
(Optional) 
 
Default value is 
“summary” 
Zero or one 
(Optional) 
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5.1.1.3.2 OGC Response 
The response to a GetRecordById operation is simply the list of requested records. 
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5.1.1.3.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 


































































5.1.1.3.4 SOAP Request Message 
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5.1.1.3.5 SOAP Response Message 
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5.1.1.4 PublishMetadata 
The PublishMetadata operation allows creating, deleting, or updating (set) metadata (record) elements 
of spatial resources in the Discovery Service data-store. 
 
The WSDL portType component of the transaction interface is shown in following Listing; this is a 






















5.1.1.4.1 OGC Request 
The XML encoding of a valid response is specified in the HTTP binding of [07-006]. 
Here after we report the mapping between the CSW ISO AP input parameters and the INSPIRE useful 
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CodeList with allowed 
values: 
“brief”, “summary” or 
“full” 
Zero or one 
(Optional) 
Zero or one 
(Optional) 
 
Default value is 
“summary” 
ID Comma separated list of anyURI One (Mandatory) One (Mandatory) 
Table 11 ‐ OGC Transaction specific input parameter description 
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5.1.1.4.2 OGC Response 
In all the sub-operation cases (insert, update and delete), the main OGC TransactionResponse element 









The transaction response message conveys two pieces of information. First of all, it reports a summary 
of the transaction by indicating the number of records created, updated or deleted by the transaction. 
Secondly, the transaction response message indicates the results of each insert operation found in the 
transaction in the form of the <InsertResult> element. 
The <InsertResult> element may appear zero or more times in the transaction response. It is used to 
report to the client a brief representation of each new record, including the record identifier, created in 
the catalogue. The records must be reported in the same order in which the <Insert> elements appear 
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5.1.1.4.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
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5.1.1.4.4 SOAP Request Message 
Here after we report some sample SOAP/1.1 request messages for the PublishMetadata method, one 
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5.1.1.4.5 SOAP Response Message 
Here after we reproduced some sample SOAP/1.1 response messages for the PublishMetadata method, 
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5.1.1.5 CollectMetadata 
The CollectMetadata operation allows to pull metadata (record) elements of spatial resources from a 
source Discovery Service data-store and allows to create, delete or update (set) the metadata (record) 
elements of these spatial resources in the target Discovery Service data-store (pull metadata 
mechanism). 
 
The WSDL portType component of the harvest interface is shown in following Listing; this is a 






















5.1.1.5.1 OGC Request 
The Harvest operation has two modes of operation, controlled by a flag in the request. The first mode 
of operation is a synchronous mode in which the CSW receives a Harvest request from the client, 
processes it immediately and sends the results to the client while the client waits. The second mode is 
asynchronous in that the server receives a Harvest request from the client, and sends the client an 
immediate acknowledgement that the request has been successfully received (see [07-006]). 
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5.1.1.5.2 OGC Response 
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            If  the  ResponseHandler  element  is  absent,  then  the  catalogue  must  attempt  to  harvest  the  resource 
immediately and include a TransactionResponse element in the response.         
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5.1.1.5.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
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5.1.1.5.4 SOAP Request Message 



















5.1.1.5.5 SOAP Response Message 


















No attachments are foreseen for any of the INSPIRE Discovery Service operations. 
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5.2 View Service 
In this section we are going to follow the same way undertaken for Discovery Service, illustrating the 
single methods that compose this INSPIRE service, going then in depth into each one of those, looking 
at the mapping between OGC parameters and INSPIRE ones and consequently how the WSDL 
fragments for the single operations are generated. 
 
An INSPIRE View Service is a Web service which allows requests over geo-referenced data belonging 
to the themes covered by the INSPIRE Directive Annexes, over a spatial-temporal extension, and 
provides a visual representation of these data. 
 
5.2.1 INSPIRE View Service operations 
The Network Services Drafting Team made a proposal for the technical content of the INSPIRE 
Implementing Rules for Discovery Service; such proposal is available and described in “Draft 
Technical Guidance View Services v0.2” [INSPIRE TechG View/0.2]. 
Hereafter we report the mapping between the operations proposed by [OGC WMS] and the INSPIRE 









INSPIRE.GetServiceMetadata M OGC_Service.GetCapabilities 
INSPIRE.GetMap M WMS GetMap 
INSPIRE.GetFeatureInformation O WMS GetFeatureInfo 
Table 15 ‐ INSPIRE View service and OGC WMS operations mapping 
These three operations shall use parameters defined in the ISO 19128 WMS standard. 
 
Accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP Framework [EUR 23635 - 2008] all operations will support the 
embedding of requests and responses in SOAP 1.1 messages with Document/literal wrapped style. 
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5.2.1.1 GetServiceMetadata 
According to Article 11, the metadata of a View Service shall be available through the 
GetServiceMetadata operation and even through the WMS service capabilities. 
These metadata consist of server’s information, supported operations, parameters values and dataset 
metadata URL. 
The purpose of the mandatory GetCapabilities operation is to obtain service metadata, which is a 
machine-readable (and human-readable) description of the server’s information content and acceptable 
request parameter values. 
 
The WSDL binding component of WMS about this operation is shown in the following Listing; this 



















5.2.1.1.1 OGC Request 
In the following table it’s possible to see the GetServiceMetadata input parameters, their description 




VERSION=version O Request version 
SERVICE=”WMS” M Service type 
REQUEST=”GetCapabilities”** M Request name 
FORMAT=MIME_type O Output format of service metadata 
UPDATESEQUENCE=string O Sequence number or string for cache control 
LANGUAGE=code* M Request language 
Table 16 – WMS GetCapabilities parameters 
* In INSPIRE SOAP implementation, the Language parameter will be not taken under consideration, 
because, as explained in the proposed INSPIRE SOAP framework, the multilingual aspect will be 
managed exploiting a specific SOAP header (see §4.8.4, Metadata & Piggy-backing - 
Multilingualism). 
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** The request parameter won’t be used in the INSPIRE GetServiceMetadata method, following what 
already specified in owsGetCapabilities XML Schema Definition: “In this XML encoding, no request 
parameter is included, since the element name (getCapabilities) specifies the specific operation”. 
 
OGC does not provide a GetCapabilities WSDL request message structure. 
 
5.2.1.1.2 OGC Response 
When invoked on a Web Map Service, the response to a GetCapabilities request shall be an XML 
document containing service metadata. 
There are two parts in the Capabilities of a View Service: the first one is related to the service itself, 
the second one is related to the layers this service is able to visualise. 
 
OGC does not provide a GetCapabilities WSDL response message structure, but supplies an XML 
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5.2.1.1.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
We will use a Document-literal wrapped data style and encoding to define the WSDL morphology 


































































5.2.1.1.4 SOAP Request Message 
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5.2.1.1.5 SOAP Response message 
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5.2.1.2 GetMap 
The GetMap operation returns a map. Upon receiving a GetMap request, a WMS shall either satisfy 
the request or issue a service exception. 
 
The WSDL binding component of WMS about this operation is shown in the following Listing; this 



















5.2.1.2.1 OGC Request 
In the following table it’s possible to see the GetMap input parameters, their description and whether 




VERSION M Request version 
REQUEST = “GetMap”** M Request name 
LAYERS = layer_list M Comma-separated list of one or more map layers. 
STYLES = style_list M Comma-separated list of one rendering style per requested 
CRS = namespace:identifier M Coordinate reference system 
BBOX = minx,miny,maxx,maxy M Bounding box corners (lower left, upper right) in CRS units 
WIDTH M Width in pixels of map picture 
HEIGHT M Height in pixels of map picture 
FORMAT M 
Output format of map. At least supported :  Portable 
Network Graphics format(PNG; MIME type 
"image/png") and the GIF (Graphics Interchange 
Format)  without LZW compression (MIME type 
"image/gif") 
LANGUAGE* M Request language 
TRANSPARENT = 
TRUE|FALSE  O 
Background transparency of map (default=FALSE) 
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BGCOLOR = color_value O Hexadecimal red-green-blue color value for the background color (default=0xFFFFFF) 
EXCEPTIONS = 
exception_format O 
The format in which exceptions are to be reported by 
the WMS (default=XML) 
TIME O Time value of layer desired 
ELEVATION O Elevation of layer desired 
Other sample dimension(s) O Value of other dimensions as appropriate 
Table 17 – WMS GetCapabilities parameters 
* In INSPIRE SOAP implementation, the Language parameter will be not taken under consideration, 
because, as explained in the proposed INSPIRE SOAP framework, the multilingual aspect will be 
managed exploiting a specific SOAP header. 
** The request parameter won’t be used in the INSPIRE GetMap method, following what already 
specified in owsGetCapabilities XML Schema Definition: “In this XML encoding, no request 
parameter is included, since the element name (getMap) specifies the specific operation”. 
 
OGC does not provide a GetCapabilities WSDL request message structure, neither a specific XML 
schema for the request data types. 
 
5.2.1.2.2 OGC Response 
The response to a valid GetMap request shall be a map of the spatially referenced information layer 
requested, in the desired style and having the specified coordinate reference system, bounding box, 
size, format and transparency. 
An invalid GetMap request shall yield an error output in the requested exceptions format (or a network 
protocol error response in extreme cases). 
In an HTTP environment, the MIME type of the returned value’s Content-type entity header shall 
match the format of the return value. 
 
OGC does not provide a GetMap WSDL response message structure and neither supplies an XML 
schema for the response data type. 
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5.2.1.2.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
We will use a Document-literal wrapped data style and encoding to define the WSDL morphology 
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5.2.1.2.4 SOAP Request Message 
























5.2.1.2.5 SOAP Response message 
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5.2.1.3 GetFeatureInformation 
GetFeatureInfo is an optional operation. It is only supported for those Layers for which the attribute 
queryable="1" (true) has been defined or inherited. A client shall not issue a GetFeatureInfo request 
for other layers. A WMS shall respond with a properly formatted service exception (XML) response 
(code = OperationNotSupported) if it receives a GetFeatureInfo request but does not support it. 
The GetFeatureInfo operation is designed to provide clients of a WMS with more information about 
features in the pictures of maps that were returned by previous GetMap requests. The canonical use 
case for GetFeatureInfo is that a user sees the response of a GetMap request and chooses a point (I,J) 
on that map for which to obtain more information. The basic operation provides the ability for a client 
to specify which pixel is being asked about, which layer(s) should be investigated, and what format the 
information should be returned in. Because the WMS protocol is stateless, the GetFeatureInfo request 
indicates to the WMS what map the user is viewing by including most of the original GetMap request 
parameters (all but VERSION and REQUEST). 
From the spatial context information (BBOX, CRS, WIDTH, HEIGHT) in that GetMap request, along 
with the I,J position the user chose, the WMS can (possibly) return additional information about that 
position. 
There are no WSDL binding components of WMS about this optional method. 
 
5.2.1.3.1 OGC Request 
In the following table it’s possible to see the GetFeatureInfo input parameters, their description and 




VERSION M Request version 
REQUEST = ”GetFeatureInfo”* M Request name 
map request part M 
Partial copy of the Map request parameters 
that generated the map for which information 
is desired 
QUERY_LAYERS = layer_list M Comma-separated list of one or more layers to be queried 
INFO_FORMAT 
=output_format M 
Return format of feature information (MIME 
type). 
FEATURE_COUNT = number O Number of features about which to return information (default=1). 
I M i coordinate in pixels of feature in Map CS 
J M j coordinate in pixels of feature in Map CS 
EXCEPTIONS 
=exception_format O 
The format in which exceptions are to be 
reported by the WMS (default= XML). 
Table 18 – WMS GetFeatureInformation parameters 
* The request parameter won’t be used in the INSPIRE GetFeatureInformation method, following 
what already specified in owsGetCapabilities XML Schema Definition: “In this XML encoding, no 
request parameter is included, since the element name (getFeatureInformation) specifies the specific 
operation”. 
 
OGC does not provide a GetFeatureInfo WSDL request message structure. 
 
5.2.1.3.2 OGC Response 
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The Web Map Server shall return a response according to the requested INFO_FORMAT if the request 
is valid, or issue a service exception otherwise. The nature of the response is at the discretion of the 
service provider, but it shall pertain to the feature(s) nearest to (I,J). 
 
OGC does not provide a GetFeatureInfo WSDL response message structure and neither supplies an 
XML schema for the response data type. 
5.2.1.3.3 INSPIRE Operation WSDL 
In this paragraph we exemplify the definition of the GetDiscoveryServiceMetadata operation, 
accordingly with the INSPIRE SOAP framework [EUR 23635 - 2008], by relying on the OGC CSW 
specification as indicated in [INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0]. 
We will use a Document-literal wrapped data style and encoding to define the WSDL morphology 
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    <wsdl:operation name="GetFeatureInformation"> 
      <wsdl:documentation  xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">The  goal  of  this method  is  to  provide 
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5.2.1.3.4 SOAP Request Message 



















5.2.1.3.5 SOAP Response message 
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6. Compliance with the INSPIRE SOAP 
framework 
The WSDLs created and explained in this document have been generated following the technical 
decisions taken in [EUR 23635 - 2008], born in function of the actual SOAP standards maturity, the 
INSPIRE domain and with a look at OGC services specifications. 
 
In both the services WSDLs analysed, there are no aspects that do not collide with the theoretical 
conclusions outlined in the framework: 
• SOAP headers have been studied and exemplified for security, data checks, description and 
multilingualism; 
• binary data have been attached in SOAP messages using MTOM+XOP and the whole 
mechanism has been explained; 
• exceptions have been managed as suggested by OGC in its SOAP change proposals, but 
converting the data structure to be compliant with [SOAP/1.1] specification and WS-I Basic 
Profile 1.2; 
• SOAP 1.1 on HTTP has been used, keeping WS-I Basic Profile 1.2 compliance; 
• SOAP messages have been composed using Document-literal wrapped style and encoding. 
 
No problem has occurred writing down both View and Discovery services WSDLs, neither any 
incongruence, nor incompatibility issue. 
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7. Conclusions 
In this document we have examined the WSDL documents generated for INSPIRE Discovery and 
View services (fully reported in [WSDL Disc-View]), splitting them into main sections, explaining the 
reasons why some choices have been undertaken and how these choices have reflected on the XML 
code. 
 
In the first section of the document (§4 - SOAP messages and WSDL for INSPIRE Discovery and View 
Service), the general aspects of the WSDL have been investigated, following a structure similar to the 
one of the WSDL 2.0 primer [WSDL/2.0], writing down specific sections, for example, about headers, 
binary data transport, exceptions, target namespaces and so on. 
The headers topic has been investigated in depth, starting from the suggestions specified in [EUR 
23635 - 2008], proposing and giving a sample implementation of four different ad hoc headers for 
different purposes (see Section 4.8). 
 
In section 5 – Discovery and View services WSDL in depth, a different approach has been followed: 
the single Discovery and View services WSDLs have been examined independently under a functional 
point of view, analysing the single Web service methods. A comparison between them and the 
corresponding OGC ones has been made, looking at parameters and data types. For each one of the 
Web methods a sample SOAP request and response message has been provided. 
 
The analysed WSDL code results are totally conforming to the INSPIRE SOAP framework described 
in [EUR 23635 - 2008]. 
 
The Discovery and View Technical guidance document ([INSPIRE TechG Disc/1.0] and [INSPIRE 
TechG View/0.2]) do not explicitly consider the use of attachments and related optimisation 
mechanisms, or the headers topics introduced in this document. The multilingual requirements, is 
approached in a different way rather than the way discussed in this primer. The IR and Technical 
guidance documents suggested using an additional single input parameter for each Web method, to 
specify the client’s be-wished language, to minimize the number of assumptions on the Service Client. 
Even if this approach solves the multilingual problem, this deliverable proposes a SOAP optimized 
solution, exploiting an ad hoc SOAP header, while still compliant with the Implementing Rule. 
 
Regarding binary data attachments in the GetMap operation, a specific approach with correlated data 
transport optimisation would help ensure good performance, considering the dimensions that detailed 
map images can reach nowadays. 
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NSDT Network Service Drafting Team 
XSD XML Schema Definition 
Table 19 – Document Abbreviations Table 
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9. Annex B – Inspire IR Reference 
 
REF.  AUTHOR(S)  TITLE  DATE 
2007/2/EC  INSPIRE Directive 2007 
INSPIRE 
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Table 20 ‐ Inspire IR References 
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